'A Victorian Critic', arguing that Arnold's work was insignificant and his fame unwarranted. Conflating Arnold, Macaulay, and Leslie Stephen, Strachey redefined the Victorian critic: 'To him literature was always an excuse for talking about something else. From Macaulay, who used it as a convenient peg for historical and moral disquisitions, to Leslie Stephen, who frankly despised the whole business, this singular tradition holds good.' 4 Woolf 's attitude towards Arnold's criticism was closer to that of T. S. Eliot. Her 1916 essay 'Hours in a Library' anticipates the publication of Eliot's 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' in 1919. Here Woolf suggests that after reading recently published works we develop 'a far keener eye for the old' (Essays, ii. 59). In 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', Eliot explicitly applied Arnold's idea of touchstones from 'The Study of Poetry ' (1880) to examine the impact of new works on older ones. Like Woolf, however, Eliot rejected Arnold's classical hierarchy with its use of Greek texts as the principal models against which to evaluate new works.
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Inheriting her father's library after his death in 1904, Woolf had access to the sharp-edged literary and cultural debates between her barrister uncle, her father, and Matthew Arnold in the major periodicals of the Victorian period over the course of three decades. The pattern of allegation followed by ironic defence began in 1858 with Fitzjames's anonymous review of Thomas Arnold's autobiographical novel Tom Brown's Schooldays. Thomas Arnold's '"moral thoughtfulness"', Fitzjames argues, prevented him from understanding the normal progress of typical schoolboys. 6 Offended by the hostile review of his father's novel, Arnold confessed to his mother that he composed his elegiac poem 'Rugby Chapel' in response. 5 Defending Arnold's continuing pertinence to current criticism, Timothy Peltason elucidates the usefulness of Arnold's touchstones as neither monolithic nor authoritative but as 'terms of comparison' by which we can evaluate 'different orders of poetic accomplishment': 'The Function of Matthew Arnold at the Present Time ', College English, 56/7 (Nov. 1994) p. 761. 6 [James Fitzjames Stephen], 'Tom Brown's Schooldays. By an Old Boy. 4th edition', Edinburgh Review, 107 (Jan. 1858) p. 172. 7 In a letter of 18 January 1858, Arnold alerts his mother to the review, noting, 'It is by no means very ably done, and will excite no sympathy … and do no harm. No doubt blots existed in his character and administration … but this article does May, Arnold had identified the reviewer as Fitzjames Stephen and informed his mother that he had met Fitzjames at a party: 'him who wrote the disagreeable article in the Edinbro [sic] -He is not a bad fellow either, in spite of his bad article ' (Letters, ii. 389) .
Among the few critics who discuss the dispute between Matthew Arnold and Fitzjames Stephen, R. H. Super, Merle Mowbray Bevington, and Sidney Coulling provide the most thorough account of the verbal battles the two waged in the periodical press in the 1850s and 1860s. Taking his cue from Super's notes to the collected edition of Arnold's prose, Coulling argues that Fitzjames Stephen's response to Arnold's 'The Function of Criticism' was 'of central importance in shaping the course of Arnold's social and political criticism for the next several years'. 8 Siding with Arnold, Coulling denigrates Fitzjames's literary criticism as 'Lacking in aesthetic appreciation, sentiment, and affability'. 9 Bevington offers a more neutral assessment in his history of the principal contributors to the Saturday Review, where he acknowledges both Fitzjames's and Leslie Stephen's significant roles as reviewers and cultural critics within the new weekly periodical that was persistently critical of both Arnold's poetry and his prose.
10 Entering this critical discourse three decades later, James Walter Caufield, like Coulling, favours Arnold's side of the debate. Caufield brands both Fitzjames and Leslie Stephen as leading representatives of the 'athletes of logic' whom Arnold mocks in his essays and letters. In pitting Fitzjames so strenuously against Arnold, however, Caufield risks reducing both Stephen brothers to 'muscular reviewers' who proved themselves blind to Arnold's more transcendental subtleties. According to Caufield, Fitzjames speaks for 'the tribe of logical athletes' who managed to dominate Arnoldian criticism up to F. R. Leavis's defence of Arnold in a 1938 Scrutiny essay, 'Arnold as Critic '. 11 not hit them, and invents for him a physiognomy which no one who had ever seen him would recognize for his.' The Letters of Matthew Arnold, ed. Cecil Y. Lang, 6 vols. (Charlottesville, Va. 1996) i. 379. Further quotations from Arnold's published letters come from the Lang edition and are cited parenthetically in the text as Letters followed by volume and page number. 8 Fitzjames's rebuke in the Saturday Review prompted Arnold to defend his position, first in his preface to Essays in Criticism in 1865, where he scoffs at the Saturday Review's smugness, and later in the more substantial essay, 'My Countrymen', published in the Cornhill Magazine in February 1866. In the earlier preface to Essays in Criticism, Arnold employs a favourite rhetorical tactic to impersonate the Saturday Review and mock Fitzjames's utilitarian optimism about the perfect state of England. In a subtle allusion to Fitzjames's vocation as a black-robed barrister, Arnold assures his readers that he (unlike Fitzjames) will pursue truth from various sides instead of aggressively propounding a single view. He declares, 'He who will do nothing but fight impetuously towards her [truth] on his own, one, favourite, particular line, is inevitably destined to run his head into the folds of the black robe in which she is wrapped' (CPW iii. 286). Arnold's disguised condemnation of Fitzjames's didactic method characterises the principal stylistic and philosophical differences between the two writers. Arnold's entire critical opus advocates what Miriam Allott terms a 'characteristic Arnoldian elision into both/and of the either/or approach to cultural and critical issues', one that Woolf would later adapt as a structural model in her own criticism.
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Fitzjames's essays, on the contrary, operate dialectically, pitting one view against another in a characteristically judicial manner in which one side always emerges victorious. Arnold's private correspondence, however, reveals a more hostile attitude towards Fitzjames's onslaughts. In a July 1861 letter to his mother, he refers to Fitzjames as 'a bear in a china-shop -if a bear can be supposed to have hands' (Letters, ii. 88), and he vows to address Fitzjames's accusations in a later essay. In a subsequent letter in December 1865 (again to his mother), Arnold alludes to Fitzjames's essay as deriving from 'ideas … naturally very antagonistic to mine ' (Letters, ii. 355) . And in the conclusion to his preface to Essays in Criticism, Arnold shifts from mock-apology for his own transcendentalism to a defence of Oxford, 'the queen of romance', in opposition to the more scientific ethos of Tübingen (here a substitute for Cambridge). This philosophical division between the two English universities -Arnold defending the intellectual 'sweetness and light' of Oxford, Fitzjames and Leslie Stephen the more rational, if prosaic, Cambridge, would continue to underlie the critical disputes between Arnold and both Stephens throughout their careers.
The jousting between Fitzjames and Arnold continued over the next six years as Fitzjames repeatedly sniped at Arnold in the Saturday Review. In 'Mr. Matthew Arnold Amongst the Philistines', Fitzjames pretends to applaud Arnold's style while criticising the content, contrasting the felicitous tone with a vein of faulty logic he perceives throughout the essays.
13 Since Arnold tends to take 'an ethereal view of things' typical of Oxford graduates, Fitzjames believes he should not meddle in specific legal matters about which he is unqualified to speak. Vaunting his own legal erudition over what he considers Arnold's vague and faulty theories, Fitzjames concludes his Saturday Review article with an acerbic insult that undermines Arnold's definition of the disinterested critic:
It is no reproach to anyone to be a man of taste and not a man of thought, but he ought not to deny to the whole English nation the power of thinking, merely because their thoughts do not happen to be expressed in a way which suits his taste. He ought also to try to understand that people may be influenced by difficult as well as by easy theories, and that in this complicated world the difficult theories are very often the true ones.
14 Fitzjames prided himself on his unpopularity in the British press, believing rather masochistically in the severe rectitude Arnold would characterise in the fourth essay of his 1868 series 'Anarchy and Authority' in the Cornhill Magazine as an overbalance of Hebraism.
13 [James Fitzjames Stephen] Being really the most teachable man alive, I could not help making, after I had read the article in the Saturday Review, a serious return, as the French say, upon myself; and I resolved never to call my countrymen Philistines again till I had thought more about it, and could be quite sure I was not committing an indecency.
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Arnold demonstrates to Fitzjames and other readers of Cornhill the discrepancy between the self-satisfied views of the British newspapers (including the Saturday Review) on the successful British educational system and the criticism of that system by Europeans. The second half of the essay stages a debate between Arnold and his 'foreign friends' who lecture Arnold on the failings of the British middle class. The mock-dialogic method prefigures Arnold's series of letters from Arminius in the Pall Mall Gazette, later published under the title Friendship's Garland (predictably, negatively reviewed by Fitzjames in the Saturday Review in 1871). In the guise of a naive Englishman being ridiculed by European 'friends', Arnold thrashes the middle class for its philistine lack of intellect, sectarian narrow-mindedness, and general dearth of culture.
Naturally, Fitzjames chastised Arnold in the next number of the Saturday Review in another anonymous 'middle', 'Mr. Arnold on the Middle Classes', where again he criticises Arnold for relying on foreign newspapers to emphasise English foibles: 'whatever else may be said of Mr. Arnold, no one will deny that few people can be better qualified to repeat in a pleasant halfforeign style the commonplaces about England and things English which happen to be current for the moment amongst literary foreigners'. 17 On the same day that Fitzjames's essay appeared in the Saturday Review, Arnold privately claimed to his mother that Fitzjames was 'evidently more vexed than I expected, or than I think there was any need for him to be, as what I said of him and the Saturday was not the least vicious or mortifying; to write in a vexed frame of mind is not favourable to writing well, and besides he is never, even at his best, light-handed enough for the only sort of answer they ought to have attempted' (Letters, iii. 11). Indeed, Arnold's private correspondence evinces his anxiety about the ongoing feud between himself and his philistine rival, especially since his complaints are interspersed with personal social encounters with the Fitzjames Stephen family. Throughout the period of public sparring in the press, Arnold mentions dining with the Stephens, visits Fitzjames to bid him goodbye before Fitzjames moves to India, and writes a congratulatory letter to him upon the latter's appointment to the Queen's Council in 1879: 'One line of sincere congratulation from the poor man whom you have so often attacked, and who is declining towards the workhouse as you are mounting the Bench. I am rejoiced that you have reached this secure place, and I am sure it will not make you a less good law-reformer. It seems only the other day that I was walking up and down with you in the Castle Yard at Lincoln, and yet how much you have accomplished in that time!' (Letters, v. 3) . The tone of the letter recalls the mock-defensive stance of Arnold's published essays, yet the final sentence evokes a personal and poignantly nostalgic tone.
In July 1867 Arnold published his first instalment of what would later become Culture and Anarchy in the Cornhill Magazine. Originally his final lecture for the Chair of Poetry at Oxford, 'Culture and Its Enemies' reiterated many of the themes of his previous essays, but it more explicitly targeted the philistinism of certain political and religious sectors of the middle class. Arnold ridiculed both radical MP John Bright's definition of democracy and the rhetoric of the Dissenter periodical The Nonconformist instead of contrasting British philistinism with French lucidity. In disparaging narrow sectarianism and thoughtless rabble-rousing Arnold approached Fitzjames's cautious liberalism and, unsurprisingly, Fitzjames's response in the Saturday Review, 'Mr. Matthew Arnold on Culture', was less contentious than his previous criticisms of Arnold had been. Fitzjames was still wary, however, of Arnold's tendency to separate action from thought, complaining that 'all action would be paralysed if we waited to decide on our method of procedure till every criticism had been discussed and answered'. 19 Nevertheless, Fitzjames concedes that it is possible to admire Arnold's precepts without wholly agreeing with them, a mollifying move in light of the virulent tone of the earlier essays. The tenor of Fitzjames's final essay on Arnold foreshadows Leslie Stephen's more measured evaluations of Arnold's work in three essays the younger Stephen wrote between 1867 and 1893. Stephen high in the ranks of sociological and biographical critics. Annan argues that Leslie Stephen could never accept Arnold's elevation of the critic as clear-sighted spokesman/prophet of the age, but that, like Arnold, Stephen believed in the ultimate moral value of literature, frequently proffering morality as a judicial yardstick. According to Annan, Stephen 'distrusted even while he admired Arnold's sensibility … Like Arnold he conceived that the critic should be a moralist. Like Arnold he thought the critic's function was to judge. Like Arnold he wanted poets to express simple and great truths.' 22 In his survey of nineteenth-century critics during the rise of journalism, John Gross faults Stephen for his diffidence. Gross marks an ambivalence in Stephen's attitude towards criticism that Woolf would inherit but eventually discard as she grew more confident in her own critical prowess: 'As it is', Gross concludes, 'he played safe: he is the Gentleman in the Library, content not to ask too many embarrassing questions. This sets a definite limit on his value to posterity. Unlike Arnold, he never seems an indispensable critic -except, that is, in the sense of there being no finer example of his type available.' 23 In his only comment on Leslie Stephen's critical acumen, Matthew Arnold writes disparagingly in 1878 to George Birkbeck Hill, 'Leslie Stephen will be of use for the great public, I hope, as it comes up raw and ignorant and wanting information; but I don't think a man of letters, who knows his Johnson pretty well already, can find much to interest him in Leslie Stephen's book' (Letters, iv. 416). And in a letter to his daughter Lucy, Arnold comments with amusement on the ranking by the Pall Mall Gazette of 'Forty English Academicians' (Letters, in which Arnold appears in the top ten and Leslie Stephen further down in the top twenty. Whether from personal irritation at Stephen's criticism of his work or from having to craft essays palatable to Stephen as editor of Cornhill, Arnold ultimately relegates Stephen to the role of writer for the common reader, a role that Virginia Woolf would espouse in her own criticism. Leslie Stephen's three essays on Matthew Arnold represent the range of his opinions on the three disparate genres of Arnold's work -his poetry, his theological writings, and his cultural criticism. Overall, these essays are less argumentative and defensive and more infused with humorous analogy than those of Fitzjames Stephen. In the first, a review of Arnold's new poems in the Saturday Review what he perceives as Arnold's major weakness as a poet -a lack of vitalityexemplified particularly in the long 'Empedocles on Etna', a poem Arnold had withdrawn from his 1853 collection but reinserted in the 1867 edition. In his 1853 preface Arnold had explained that 'Empedocles' failed to live up to his definition of good poetry: 'It is demanded, not only that it shall interest, but also that it shall inspirit and rejoice the reader; that it shall convey a charm, and infuse delight' (CPW i. 2). Presciently forecasting the modern predicament in which Woolf and her contemporaries would find themselves, Arnold indicts poems in which 'suffering finds no vent in action; in which a continuous state of mental distress is prolonged, unrelieved by incident, hope, or resistance; in which there is everything to be endured, nothing to be done' (CPW i. 2-3). And in a later passage from the preface, Arnold diagnoses his age as suffering the same deficiencies Woolf would find seventy years later in her own. Arnold argues that a young writer, bombarded by innumerable critical voices, desires 'a hand to guide him through the confusion, a voice to prescribe to him the aim which he should keep in view' (CPW i. 8). He concludes that, in the absence of such a voice, the aspiring writer can only turn to 'excellent models', or, as he will later claim in 'The Study of Poetry' (an essay that undergirds a number of Woolf 's allusions), 'touchstones'.
24 In his review of Arnold's 1867 poetry collection for the Saturday Review, Leslie Stephen argues that Arnold has lost the joy inherent in the earlier Sohrab and Rustum and has unfortunately adopted the 'gloom and weariness' of 'his own Empedocles'. As Arnold had privately relegated him to the second rank of writers, Leslie Stephen now publicly positioned Arnold among second-rate poets, stating that he is 'one of the poets who are made, who are not born. He is never impetuous, never ebullient. Nowhere even for a moment are we impressed with a sense of spontaneousness.' 25 Woolf would later echo her father's opinion of Arnold's poetry in a 1917 review of a book by Edward Thomas where she purposely summarises Thomas's negative comment on Arnold as 'the poet of the garden and of the highly cultivated land' (Essays, ii. 162). In a rare direct comparison of Arnold and Keats which would elicit the ire of several letterwriters to the TLS, Woolf parodies Arnold's lack of vitality in comparison to Keats: 'If one takes a bird's-eye view of Arnold's poetry, the background seems to consist of a moonlit lawn, with a sad but not passionate nightingale singing in a cedar tree of the sorrows of mankind. It is much less easy to reduce our vision of the landscape of Keats to something marked upon a map' (Essays, ii. 162).
In his review of Arnold's 1867 edition, Leslie Stephen judges Arnold's poetry by the standards Arnold had articulated in his 1853 preface as well as in the later 'On the Modern Element in Literature' (1857) and 'The Function of Criticism at the Present Time' (1864). 26 Arnold is living in a critical, not a creative age, in 'a great spiritual and intellectual interregnum'. 27 Lacking sufficient creative inspiration, he cannot adhere to his own poetic standards. For Stephen, the collection 'is fatally wanting in what may be called social interest', and thus fails 'to affect the outside mind tragically'. 28 Of the poems in the 1867 edition, only 'Thyrsis', Stephen contends, is worthy of high esteem: 'In Thyrsis the poet projects his mind into the outer world with an effect that contrasts but too vividly with the self-brooding tone of the rest of the volume.'
29 Aside from 'Dover Beach', 'Thyrsis' is, significantly, the only poem by Arnold that Woolf quotes both in her diaries and in her review of Thomas's book. Stephen's review evokes a remarkably astute assessment of a period in literary decline, about which he would later write in detail in 'The Decay of Literature' (1882), the last essay in his series by a 'Cynic' in the Cornhill Magazine.
30 The review also reveals Stephen's sociological and diagnostic method as a critic whereby he offers a single author as an index of the literary climate of the time, a technique Woolf would adopt in her own reviews and essays on the Victorians.
Leslie Stephen voices his harshest criticism of Arnold several years later in 'Mr. Matthew Arnold and the Church of England' (Fraser's Magazine, October 1870). The extended condemnation of Arnold's theological treatise St. Paul and Protestantism marks one of the critical differences between Leslie Stephen and Matthew Arnold. It elicited Arnold's laconic comment in a letter to his mother that Stephen, an ex-clergyman, had written a hostile review (Letters, iii. 439). Stephen regards Arnold's argument for an Established Church in league with the government as preposterous and dangerous. As an 26 In 'On the Modern Element in Literature', his inaugural lecture as Professor of Poetry at Oxford in 1857, Arnold had first used the terms upon which he would expand in 'The Function of Criticism': 'What we seek, therefore, what will most enlighten us, most contribute to our intellectual deliverance, is the union of two things; it is the coexistence, the simultaneous appearance, of a great epoch and a great literature' (CPW i. 23 Is it, in fact, true, that under the influence of sweetness and light we are gradually transforming our creeds into a better shape, or is it rather true that we are gathering into two hostile and irreconcilable camps? If the last statement is the most accurate, the attempt to keep the sheep and the goats together, in the hope that they will ultimately become alpacas, will inevitably break down.
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Here, the visual absurdity and logical impossibility of Stephen's analogy skilfully and humorously expose the naivety of Arnold's argument.
Nearly twenty-five years later, with both Arnold and Fitzjames dead, Leslie Stephen wrote his most balanced appraisal of the man who had been both his and Fitzjames's critical and philosophical rival. The repartee that had characterised their periodical tiffs for several decades was over, and Leslie Stephen's essay possesses the retrospective distance and disinterestedness Arnold had advocated. Delivered as a lecture at Owen's College, Manchester, on 13 November 1893 (and subsequently published in the National Review and later collected in Stephen's four-volume Studies of a Biographer), Stephen's essay pays tribute to Arnold's character before examining the philosophical differences between himself and Arnold and finally The essay hinges on the key distinction Stephen emphasises between Oxford and Cambridge and thus between Arnold's poetic nature and Stephen's more rational, prosaic one. As Stephen concedes, 'I try to regard the difference between us as somehow corresponding to the difference between our Universities'. 35 Tinged by the enthusiasm of the Oxford Movement in the 1830s, Oxford, according to Stephen, remained susceptible to movements and causes while Cambridge stayed aloof, suspicious of sentimentalism and impulsiveness. 'We', he states, of Cambridge, 'thought her [Oxford] impulsive, ill-balanced, too easily hurried into the pursuit of all kinds of theological, philosophical, and literary chimeras'. 36 Arnold symbolises for Stephen the poetic mind, one that intuits instead of calculating, which focuses on the spirit but frequently ignores facts. Yet Stephen acknowledges Arnold as a 'genuine poet', who has a 'quality -if not of inevitableness -of adhesiveness'. 37 In the last of his three essays over a span of thirty years on Arnold's fellow-Oxonian, John Ruskin, Leslie Stephen would find the same critical flaws characteristic of the poetic mind more intensely embodied in Ruskin. While Stephen admires Ruskin's sincerity, he ultimately refers to Arnold, the 'critic of well-regulated mind', to expose Ruskin's extravagant statements.
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In his evaluation of Arnold and Ruskin as poetic critics, Stephen describes a method radically different from his own but one that would predominate in many of Virginia Woolf 's essays. Speaking of Arnold's ability to embody character rather than demonstrate logic or prove his points, Stephen concludes, 'Arnold … even when he turned to criticism, was primarily a poet. His judgments show greater skill in seizing characteristic aspects than in giving a logical analysis or a convincing proof. function', he faults him, as had Fitzjames, for being 'subjective'.
40 Here Stephen's criticism suggests the same flaws he would implicitly (but never explicitly) attribute to a third Oxford critic, Walter Pater. Like both Arnold and Ruskin, however, Leslie Stephen insisted on the conflation of the moral and aesthetic in evaluating a work, whereas in his conclusion to The Renaissance (1873) Pater had famously abjured the moral and elevated the aesthetic. 41 In her review of Ernest Rhys's five-volume Modern English Essays for the TLS in November 1922, later revised for The Common Reader, Woolf would praise Pater as a 'true writer' for his ability to fuse his material, giving, as in the Leonardo da Vinci essay, 'a vision, such as we get in a good novel where everything contributes to bring the writer's conception as a whole before us' (Essays, iv. 218).
The last half of Stephen's essay on Matthew Arnold strives to render a balanced portrait of Arnold as a cultural critic in spite of Stephen's recognition of himself as one of the philistines against whom Arnold railed. But Leslie Stephen, unlike Fitzjames, is not inclined to defend British culture or politics. In this final essay on Arnold he praises him (as Henry James would in an essay some months later in January 1884) for forcing his readers to see England from an outsider's perspective: 'The effort to see English life in society and thought, as a German professor or a French politician might see it, to get outside of the prejudices which are part of ourselves is itself a most useful experience.' 42 Contrary to Fitzjames's insular perspective, this larger ('disinterested') outside perspective, according to Leslie Stephen, helps 'to wake us out of our dull complacency -to help to break through the stolid crust'. 43 And although Arnold was perhaps more of a diagnostician than a true reformer, Stephen is generally grateful for his diagnosis. Stephen 40 Ibid. 41 Pater reverses the Victorian certainty in external reality and in one's ability to interpret that reality objectively: 'Experience, already reduced to a swarm of impressions, is ringed round for each one of us by that thick wall of personality through which no real voice has ever pierced on its way to us, or from us to that which we can only conjecture to be without': Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873; repr., ed. Matthew Beaumont, Oxford 2010) p. 119. In the last paragraph of his late essay 'Style', Pater would finally suggest, however, that great (as opposed to good) art should also possess 'something of the soul of humanity in it', a comment that more closely links him to Ruskin, Arnold, and Stephen: Fortnightly Review, 44 (Dec. 1888) p. 743. 42 Stephen, 'Matthew Arnold', p. 472. Henry James would note Arnold's ability to focus a disinterested lens on his own countrymen. According to James, Arnold was 'most conscious of the national idiosyncrasies that endear him to the soul of the stranger': 'Matthew Arnold', English Illustrated Magazine (Jan. 1884) p. 242. 43 Stephen, 'Matthew Arnold', p. 473.
concludes with a comparison between Arnold's poetic criticism and his own logical mathematical one; the latter may occupy surer ground but ultimately fails to persuade or to uproot old ideas. Stephen ends with a metaphor Woolf would later adapt to describe her own relation to Leslie Stephen:
But there is room for poets as well as for arithmeticians; and Arnold, as at once poet and critic, has the special gift -if I may trust my own experience -of making one feel silly and tasteless when one has uttered a narrow-minded, crude, or ungenerous sentiment; and I dip into his writings to receive a shock, unpleasant at times, but excellent in its effects as an intellectual tonic. ' (1929) , reveal her preoccupation with the role of the Arnoldian critic and the burden this role entails. Woolf 's subsequent efforts at a feminist cultural criticism in A Room of One's Own (1929) and Three Guineas (1938) position her in a more adversarial role in relation both to Arnold and to her Stephen relatives, though these feminist essays also recall Arnold's Culture and Anarchy in their indictment of blind patriotism, thoughtless conformity, and an inadequate educational system. Woolf 's principal departure from Arnold's critique lies, particularly in Three Guineas, in her condemnation of society as patriarchal and thus hostile to professional women. Throughout both her literary and polemical essays Woolf navigates the critical terrain of the Arnold-Stephen debate initiated by Fitzjames and furthered in the more moderate essays of Leslie Stephen. Her critical persona recasts that debate as an internal dialogue that constantly interrupts itself to offer an alternative view in which Arnold and Leslie Stephen are both allies and antagonists.
In her late memoir A Sketch of the Past (1940), Woolf discusses her 'shockreceiving capacity' as a necessary instigator of her writing process.
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Recounting her relation to her father, she explains that she reads him for the same kind of intellectual tonic for which Stephen had read Arnold, though here one suspects that her methods are closer to Arnold's than to her father's:
Yet he [Leslie Stephen] is not a writer for whom I have a natural taste. Yet just as a dog takes a bite of grass, I take a bite of him medicinally, and there often steals in, not a filial, but a reader's affection for him; for his courage, his simplicity, for his strength and nonchalance, and neglect of appearances.
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Clearly the Victorian ghosts of the Stephen family still loomed large in Woolf 's last memoir. Those ghosts included remembered vestiges of literary conversations and controversies scattered throughout the library Woolf inherited from her father -the issues of the Saturday Review, Cornhill Magazine, and National Review. She had not, like Annie Thackeray Ritchie (Leslie's first wife's sister) been privy to the actual conversations among her father, her uncle, and Matthew Arnold, but she remained close enough to their voices to converse in her own essays with them. Woolf combines and embeds both Leslie Stephen's prosaic voice and Matthew Arnold's poetic one in her own essays. In her early review of Canon Alfred Ainger's Lectures and Essays in 1906, Woolf tackles a work by one of her father's former Cambridge students to highlight the difference between nineteenth-and twentieth-century critical perspectives -the Victorian emphasis on 'ethical rather than aesthetic' ideas. Speaking of Canon Ainger she might well be discussing Leslie Stephen when she remarks, 'Canon Ainger … we feel, gives undue prominence to moral excellence in literature; his literary judgment is swayed by what he knows of a man's life, and his affection for a writer blunts his critical insight' (Essays, i. 85). Arnold had warned against the personal and the historic estimates in his pursuit of the real. Eschewing Fitzjames Stephen's didactic and judicial methods, Woolf 's essays begin to steer a course towards a real estimate achieved through a blend of Stephen's biographical perspective and Arnold's advocacy of literary touchstones. While a handful of critics since the 1980s have perceived the literary-critical links between Virginia Woolf and Leslie Stephen, few have pursued her engagement with Matthew Arnold apart from instances in several of her novels. On Woolf 's incorporation of Arnold's poetic and critical voices in The Waves, Mary Schneider argues for Bernard as the touchstone for Arnoldian phrases as well as for echoes of 'Dover Beach' in the inter-chapters. 48 Similarly, in his study of Woolf 's inversion of Arnold's touchstones in Mrs Dalloway, Donald Childs speaks persuasively about Woolf 's need to twist Arnold's method to her own feminist or matrilineal purposes, though ultimately he believes she doesn't quite succeed: 'The voice of the patriarchal, patrilineal tradition continues to trouble her. Surviving misreading and erasure, whether as author of the touchstone method or as author of a touchstone poem, Arnold endures as an influential anxiety in Woolf, stimulating her to knock fiction into a form that will allow expression of the poetry within her.'
49 Both Schneider and Childs largely avoid explicit discussion of how Arnold's key terms -'touchstones' from 'The Study of Poetry', critical and creative epochs of expansion and contraction from 'The Function of Criticism at the Present Time', or the need for 'a hand to guide [one] through the confusion' of the times in the 1853 Preface to Poems -recur in Woolf 's literary essays. Specifically, Woolf 's 'Hours in a Library' and 'How it Strikes a Contemporary' respond to both Arnold and Leslie Stephen in an attempt to articulate her own theory of criticism. In 'Phases of Fiction ' (1929) she proceeds to test her theory by erecting generic categories that serve, according to Judy Little, as 'modes of discourse -as cultural, textual constructs'. 51 Relying on Dominick LaCapra's 'dialogic historiography' in History, Politics, and the Novel (1987), Westmann applies this process to Woolf 's essays and subsequently to her novels, drawing on feminist theory to describe Woolf 's 'embodied exchange between writer and reader': 'The Character in the House: Virginia Woolf in Dialogue with History's Audience', CLIO, 28/1 (1998) p. 5. Jane Marcus terms Woolf 's method in A Room of One's Own a 'trio-logue', a 'three-sided conversation between the woman writer, the women students in the audience, and the woman reader': Virginia Woolf and the Languages of Patriarchy (Bloomington, Ind. 1987) p. 149.
Its title drawn deliberately from Leslie Stephen's own series of essays in Cornhill Magazine (1871-80), Woolf 's 'Hours in a Library' is her earliest essayistic response to both Arnold's and Stephen's critical tenets. Initially Woolf appears to distance herself as a common reader from the more elite man of letters represented by her father, the 'learned man': the 'sedentary, concentrated solitary enthusiast' who searches for truth' (Essays, ii. 55). But soon she shifts to a climbing metaphor to describe her ideal reader: 'He is a man of intense curiosity; of ideas; open-minded and communicative, to whom reading is more of the nature of brisk exercise in the open air than of sheltered study; he trudges the high road, he climbs higher and higher upon the hills until the atmosphere is almost too fine to breathe in; to him it is not a sedentary pursuit at all' (Essays, ii. 55). This is a cleverly executed portrait of the reader who gave his daughter her first taste of literary freedom by allowing her free access to his library and then asking her to report her discoveries during their brisk walks in Kensington Gardens. After this oblique acknowledgement of filial indebtedness, the essay considers the Arnoldian critic's prescriptive method for reading and absorbing the classics through internal incorporation of touchstones. In an allusion to Arnold's 'The Study of Poetry', Woolf describes the pursuit of the young reader under Arnoldian influence: 'Here we have written down the names of great writers in their order of merit; here we have copied out fine passages from the classics; here are lists of books to be read' (Essays, ii. 55-6). The list of 'classics' she proffers is, however, a parody of Arnold's Greek and Latin ones. Woolf 's classics are superficially random, a deliberate mixture of genres and of recent and older works. The list subtly pits Arnold's strictly classical hierarchy against Leslie Stephen's more ecumenical and contemporary one. Woolf 's touchstones consist of two novels by Leslie Stephen's friends Meredith and Hardy, the latter published by Stephen in the Cornhill. Furthermore, she lists her classics in reverse chronological order, from contemporary novels to Jacobean tragedies. Webster is jumbled together with Browning and Shelley; the moderns are represented by Meredith, Ibsen, and Shaw. In the intervals between reading these books, Woolf mocks Arnold's advice about using the Greeks as measuring rods: 'We may be fairly certain, too, that the time not spent in reading was spent in some stupendous arguments in which the Greeks were pitted against the moderns, romance against realism, Racine against Shakespeare, until the lights were seen to have grown pale in the dawn' (Essays, ii. 57). Yet the essay proceeds to employ Leslie Stephen's technique in his last essay on Arnold by both satirising Arnold's method and acknowledging its merits in an internal debate that characterises so many of Woolf 's essays and links them with those of both Fitzjames and Leslie Stephen in an argumentative, internal conversation. She realises the 'presentness' of the 'great writers' in their 'estimate of what is good in life' (Essays, ii. 57). Her statement echoes Arnold's preference for the real as opposed to the historical or personal estimate. 52 Euripides, the Greek tragedian and one of Arnold's touchstones -along with Voltaire, another key touchstone in Arnold's Friendship's Garland -are brought home in 'folios and quartos' by the aspiring reader (Essays, ii. 57). 'Hours in a Library' gestures again to Arnold with the 'But' of the fifth paragraph to lament the paucity of classics among the current generation. If Arnold's name is conspicuously absent from the essay's list of Victorian literary heroes -Carlyle, Tennyson, Ruskin -who presumably most influenced the previous generation, his presence undergirds the entire essay as though Woolf were self-consciously unravelling and retying argumentative threads from both 'The Function of Criticism at the Present Time' and 'The Study of Poetry'.
Though Woolf defends her appreciation of her contemporaries with whom she feels more companionship, she admits that independent judgement is enhanced by one's having read the classics: 'We have also to find our own reasons for what we like and dislike, which acts as a spur to our attention, and is the best way of proving that we have read the classics with understanding' (Essays, ii. 57). Woolf 's assertion recalls Arnold's advocacy of touchstones in both his 'Study of Poetry' and his lecture to Etonian boys later published in Cornhill Magazine in May 1879 (under Leslie Stephen's editorship). These classical touchstones, she concedes, can provide the reader with a similarly independent ability to evaluate new literature. Significantly, in Woolf 's essay the 'library' of the title is transformed into two commercial bookshops marking her attempt to straddle Victorian and modern periods. The second-hand bookshop harbours the classics while the great new one houses the gilt-backed contemporaries. The new bookshop, though less 'exalted', gradually assumes more importance. Here Woolf illustrates the rise of the common reader who, because not tethered to the classics, is more tolerant and wide-ranging in his or her tastes and certainly less hierarchical. Contemporary works allow for true dialogue and equality: 'We can treat them as our equals; they are guessing our riddles, and … we understand their jokes' (Essays, ii. 58). But still she worries about how to sift the 'real' from the 'stuffed' books in an age so resistant to Arnoldian authority: 'So free from the dominion of the great' (Essays, ii. 59). Once more she concludes that the Arnoldian prescription of reading the 52 In 'The Study of Poetry', Arnold offers his prescription for reading critically: 'in reading poetry, a sense for the best, the really excellent, and of the strength and joy to be drawn from it, should be present in our minds and should govern our estimate of what we read. But this real estimate, the only true one, is liable to be superseded, if we are not watchful, by two other kinds of estimate, the historic estimate and the personal estimate, both of which are fallacious' (CPW ix. 163).
classics provides the best yardstick for true evaluation of current works: 'Whatever we may have learnt from reading the classics we need now in order to judge the work of our contemporaries, for whenever there is life in them they will be casting their net out over some unknown abyss to snare new shapes, and we must throw our imaginations after them if we are to accept with understanding the strange gifts they bring back to us' (Essays, ii. 59). Strikingly anticipating T. S. Eliot's 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' published several years later, she decides that reading new books makes one regard the classics themselves in a more critical light. Once again she undermines the authority and construction of Arnold's method while still offering it as an initial guide, a ploy she will use repeatedly in her essays as she seeks to accommodate, yet avoid being governed by, her predecessors. A product of the Victorian literary elite herself, she strives to place old and new in conversation with each other instead of allowing the classic to overshadow the new. In a final counterturn she reverts again to the worth of a classic, but to English as opposed to Greek classics: to Milton, Shakespeare, and Browne (the last of whom was Leslie Stephen's first subject in his Hours in a Library in May 1871) for whom one has gained a different appreciation by comparison with the new: 'New books may be more stimulating and in some ways more suggestive than the old, but they do not give us that absolute certainty of delight which breathes through us when we come back again to Comus, or "Lycidas", "Urn Burial" or Antony and Cleopatra' (Essays, ii. 60). Although she purports in 'Hours in a Library' to espouse no particular theory, Woolf cleverly performs her own theory in the dialectical style of the essay. The voice of her 'embedded critic' separates itself from the voices of both Matthew Arnold and Leslie Stephen, yet persistently engages in dialogue with them. The essay ends with an emphatic pronouncement of its own: 'But this is true: you can read them [the classics] as often as you will without finding that they have yielded any virtue and left a meaningless husk of words; and there is a complete finality about them. No cloud of suggestions hangs about them teasing us with a multitude of irrelevant ideas' (Essays, ii. 60).
In a more explicit response to Arnold's definition of the critic and the process of criticism, Woolf again borrows a title, 'How it Strikes a Contemporary', this time from a poem by one of Arnold's poetic rivals, Robert Browning. Like 'Hours in a Library', 'How it Strikes a Contemporary' begins with the separation between the critic (now transformed from the 'man who loves learning') and the reader. Confronted with the loss of an Arnoldian critic and living in 'an age of fragments', Woolf, impersonating the common reader, asks: 'Is there no guidance nowadays for a reader who yields to none in reverence for the dead, but is tormented by the suspicion that reverence for the dead is vitally connected with understanding of the living?' (Essays, iii. 354).
The response from Woolf 's imagined contemporary critics is predictably Arnoldian: 'The only advice they can offer is to respect one's own instincts, to follow them fearlessly and, rather than submit them to the control of any critic or reviewer alive, to check them by reading and reading again the masterpieces of the past' (Essays, iii. 354). The rest of the essay moves to dismantle this blatantly Arnoldian theory of touchstones, but at the end it employs the same strategy as 'Hours in a Library': Woolf reverts to another of Arnold's critical precepts -this time from 'The Function of Criticism at the Present Time' -to urge her reader to adopt a disinterested evaluation of literature in preparation for a more creative period of expansion. In that essay Arnold had noted that a 'master-work' needs a concurrence of 'the power of the man and the power of the moment', a concurrence Wolf remarks is absent in 1923 (CPW iii. 261).
In her essay '"Crimes of Criticism"', Hermione Lee takes her title from the beginning of Woolf 's 'How it Strikes a Contemporary' to argue that Woolf was both dependent on and ambivalent about the literary marketplace. Yet Lee sees Woolf 's criticism as ultimately steering its own course in spite of the recognised need for a context 'of a rereading of the past'.
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Though she recognises that Woolf 's essays reveal a 'mind … full of echoes', Lee avoids any mention of an Arnoldian voice and only alludes to Leslie Stephen in reference to the literary 'market-place', not as an influence. But one might alternatively read 'How it Strikes a Contemporary' (like 'Hours in a Library') as an internal, if oblique, conversation with both Leslie Stephen and Matthew Arnold. Like both Arnold and Stephen, Woolf struggles to diagnose the critical and creative climate of her age. She regards the mid-to late Victorian period, unhampered by war and its ensuing chaos, as stable and whole as opposed to her own age. Employing a favourite dinnertable metaphor where Victorian critics conversed about ideas in a hospitable climate, she first envisions a central Arnoldian figure (earlier she had named the 'great critics' as Dryden, Johnson, Coleridge, and Arnold) to whom one could go for an authoritative view: such a figure 'would have brought it [one's own age] into touch with permanence and tethered it by his own authority in the contrary blasts of praise and blame' (Essays, iii. 355). She deliberately paraphrases Arnold's idea of the convergence of the man and the moment to acknowledge the failure of her own age when she states, 'But when it comes to the making of a critic, Nature must be generous and Society ripe ' (Essays, iii. 355) . Woolf adapts Arnold's idea to the critic and extends the dinner-table metaphor to designate modern society, noting that 'The scattered dinner-tables of the modern world, the chase and eddy of the various currents which compose the Society of our time, could only be dominated by a giant of fabulous dimensions' (Essays, iii. 355). The statement recalls Leslie Stephen's same lament in 'The Decay of Literature', an 1882 Cornhill essay written after many of the major Victorian figuresDickens, Carlyle, Eliot -had died and when Arnold had largely turned from poetry and criticism to a defence of religion emptied of dogma. Whereas, however, in the 1880s Leslie Stephen saw no resurgence of the true critic or the great creative writer on the horizon, Woolf characteristically turns from diagnosis and lament to a determined optimism. She borrows Arnold's precept about an age of contraction followed by a creative age of expansion, explaining that 'It seems as if an age of genius must be succeeded by an age of endeavour; riot and extravagance by cleanliness and hard work' (Essays, iii. 356). In a clever move both to support and subvert Arnold's advocacy of a disinterested critic who will seize upon the best ideas of the time and make those ideas 'prevail', Woolf shifts her stance. She retracts her false pessimism about the fragmentary quality of contemporary writing and pretends to debate with herself, though, in fact, she aims an arrow at Arnold's message: 'But it is just when opinions universally prevail and we have added lip service to their authority that we become sometimes most keenly conscious that we do not believe a word that we are saying' (Essays, iii. 356). Implicitly aligning herself with Walter Pater, she substitutes the more subjective 'opinions' for Arnold's 'best ideas', severing herself from fidelity to those 'best ideas'. Arnold had described the work of the critic as the harbinger of an age of creative expansion: The critical power 'tends … to make an intellectual situation of which the creative power can profitably avail itself. It tends to establish an order of ideas, if not absolutely true, yet true by comparison with that which it displaces; to make the best ideas prevail' (CPW iii. 161).
Just at this midpoint in her essay, however, when Woolf appears to have undermined Arnold's argument, she veers away from the allusion to 'The Function of Criticism' towards Arnold's 'The Study of Poetry'. After praising her contemporaries for their suggestiveness and their endeavour to break from a stifling past, she sidles back to the Arnoldian critic whose voice whispers insistently in her ear: 'Now, of course, is the time to correct these extremes of opinion by consulting, as the critics advise, the masterpieces of the past' (Essays, iii. 357). She introduces her touchstones, not the ancient classical authors but rather the English writers about whom her father wrote -Wordsworth, Scott, and Austen. In this trinity Woolf finds a certainty of belief Pater had challenged in his conclusion to The Renaissance, a background text with which she also purposely engages: 'To believe that your impressions hold good for others is to be released from the cramp and confinement of personality ' (Essays, iii. 358) . This is precisely, Woolf argues, the predicament in which her contemporary writers find themselves. They cannot rise to Arnold's call for disinterested objectivity; instead, 'They depend on their senses and emotions, whose testimony is trustworthy, rather than on their intellects, whose message is obscure' (Essays, iii. 359). Here Woolf, paraphrasing both Pater and Arnold, the two frequently opposed critical touchstones of the late Victorian period, centres the debate on the dilemma of the contemporary writer.
54 She zigzags between critic and writer, trying to discover the appropriate function of each. At first she follows Pater's suggestion that the writer or perceiver 'record' subjective impressions -'they can [like Bernard in The Waves] only whip out their notebooks and record … transitory splendours, which may perhaps compose nothing whatever' (Essays, iii. 359). Immediately afterwards, however, she cites Arnold's 'The Study of Poetry' as a corrective, though ultimately an ineffective one: 'no doubt it would be better to retreat, as Matthew Arnold advised, from the burning ground of the present, "of which the estimates are so often not only personal, but personal with passion", to the safe tranquillity of the past' (Essays, iii. 359). But to follow this advice would be to give up, to admit that the age was not propitious for creation, so Woolf offers her own solution, one that differs from that of either Pater or Arnold. Instead of relying solely on one's subjective impressions or surveying the past for inspiration and example, Woolf looks to the future in advising her contemporaries. She agrees that the age, still discordant, will not allow one to produce masterpieces yet, but she transmutes Arnold's theory of touchstones into a theory of stepping stones. Current writers, she states, will prepare the way for future masterpieces by writing notebooks, not whole and finished works: 'But if notebooks are perishable volumes, he may reflect that they are, after all, the stuff from which the masterpieces of the future are made' (Essays, iii. 359).
The essay ends with a nod to the critic whom she urges to be 'generous' but not overly enthusiastic, a position Leslie Stephen had taken in his upon the mind by reading a certain number of novels in succession' (Essays, v. 40) . Characteristically, however, she soon assumes an Arnoldian stance that moves beyond the recording of random impressions, conceding that 'nobody reads simply by chance or without a definite scale of values ' (Essays, v. 41) . To begin with subjective impressions but then adopt a critical method one can apply to literature becomes the central task of the essay. Woolf recognises both Paterean and Arnoldian pitfalls and is keen to dissociate herself from both. Thus this essay turns away from a conversation between Woolf and her precursor critics towards a conversation among the disparate texts themselves. Assuming the persona of the common reader, Woolf plucks books from the shelf as she had done in her father's library, but she splits the narrator/persona into the naive common reader and the unobtrusive but ever-present literary critic in her selection, categorisation, and evaluation of novels from Defoe to Proust. She assiduously avoids chronology and explicit use of Arnold's touchstones, however, grouping the novels according to her invented generic categories. 57 In this essay she moves laterally, juxtaposing modes of fiction instead of grouping works according to chronology or nationality. Amongst her six categories -'The Truth-tellers', 'The Romantics', 'The Character-mongers and Comedians', 'The Psychologists', 'The Satirists and Fantastics', and 'The Poets' -she asserts a modernist preference for 'The Psychologists' and 'The Poets' for their subtlety and their ability to balance style with truth to life. Proust emerges as the hero of the essay since he is the only one able to traverse two categories -the psychologists and the poets. Woolf admires his 'double vision' and his 'vitalizing power' but worries that his outlines are too loose, a problem that haunts her in her own writing. Yet she values Proust's withdrawal of narrative control, his drive towards anonymity, one towards which she would strive in her final work in progress, 'Anon': 'The mind of Proust lies open with the sympathy of a poet and the detachment of a scientist to everything that it has the power to feel ' (Essays, v. 67) . Of all the authors under scrutiny, Proust demands most work from the reader who, in the Paterean model, must assemble and order the impressions without a guiding hand. Proust alone captures the double vision Woolf believed necessary for both writer and critic -the disinterestedness of Arnold or Leslie Stephen and the poetic impressionism of Pater. Woolf concludes 'Phases of 57 While Anne Fernald argues that Woolf 's primary goal in 'Phases of Fiction' is to insist on the pleasure of reading and not on the professional critic's dictates, I believe the essay subtly incorporates specific literary critical standards in its attempt at generic categorisation. See Fernald's 'Pleasure and Belief in "Phases of Fiction"', in Beth Carole Rosenberg and Jeanne Dubino (eds.), Virginia Woolf and the Essay (New York 1997) pp. 193-211. Fiction' with the same optimism with which she ends 'How it Strikes a Contemporary'. Defying Leslie Stephen's pessimism of the previous generation, she envisions the novel of the future as a capacious container of many genres, a hybrid that refuses precise definition. Her conclusion both echoes and diverges from that of her father in his late essay 'The Duties of Authors' (1894), where Stephen attributes the dual roles of the realist and prophet to the novelist. The realist 'teaches us to see what is before us' while the prophet operates on our sympathy. 58 In one of his most definitive statements about the interdependence of the aesthetic and the ethical in a literary work, Stephen reveals his kinship with Matthew Arnold and his distance from the modernists, a distance Woolf emphasises in spite of her considerable indebtedness to both Stephen and Arnold. According to Stephen, 'If the ethical judgment be really irrelevant aesthetically, the aesthetic judgment must be irrelevant ethically.' 59 In her critical essays Woolf eschews both Stephen's and Arnold's emphasis on morality, focusing instead on the difficult fusion of the aesthetic and the real.
In the first chapter of The Sacred Wood, published a year before 'Phases of Fiction' in 1928, T. S. Eliot labels Arnold a 'propagandist for criticism' instead of a 'critic', 'a popularizer rather than a creator of ideas', and in the introduction Eliot blames late Victorian culture for failing to appreciate 'the art of writing' during Arnold's time. 60 He suggests the task Arnold might have adopted in another age and predicts precisely what Woolf will publish the following year:
How astonishing it would be, if a man like Arnold had concerned himself with the art of the novel, had compared Thackeray with Flaubert, had analysed the work of Dickens, had shown his contemporaries exactly why the author of Amos Barton is a more serious writer than Dickens, and why the author of La Chartreuse de Parme is more serious than either?
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Woolf took up the challenge, having long pondered the task. Burdened on the one hand by the controversial conversations among her uncle, her father, and Matthew Arnold and on the other by modernist rejections of her predecessors' criticism, she strove to articulate her own method and 
